
HANSADESIGNO . Your own personal style in your bathroom and kitchen.

More at hansadesigno.hansa.com

water style



HOME, SWEET 

HOME.

Home. On the list of phrases that you make feel good, it's definitely in the top ten. 

Right behind ‘peace of mind’ and ‘after-work drinks’. Yet what makes a home different? 

What makes an apartment or house a home? Family? Friends? Wallpaper? Your favourite 

armchair? Yes, yes and yes. And much more. Home is felt, seen, tasted and experienced 

by every person entirely individually. 

This aspiration to individuality guided us as we developed HANSADESIGNO: 

style meets individuality and absolute perfection.

In the end, it's your decision: whether side-controlled, top-controlled or touchless; 

whether just for the bathroom or for the kitchen too, or whether classic chrome or 

something that stands out more... the answer is always the same: HANSADESIGNO .

STYLISH



OHA!
HANSADESIGNO  IN

EXTRAVAGANT. 

SPECTACULAR. 

BOLD. 

We cannot and would not 

want to deny it:  

this variant in rose gold and 

with a Mikado® stream isn't 

for everyone. 

Yet that is precisely why it 

could be the one for you. 

STYLISH DOWN TO THE FINEST DETAIL. 

Style is a key attribute of the HANSADESIGNO  models. The new Mikado® 

stream is one example of this, with many different jets of water flowing in 

and out of each other.

‘. . . A NARROW, ROUND CROSS SECTION  

ENDING IN A GENTLY ROUNDED BASE...’

MODERN

OUR PRODUCTS ARE DESIGNED TO LAST A LIFETIME.  

WITH HANSADESIGNO , WE HAVE CREATED A  

TIMELESS PRODUCT FAMILY THAT, DESPITE HAVING 

WIDELY DIFFERING MEMBERS, EMPHASISES  

CONSISTENT, CLEAR DESIGN LANGUAGE  

AND USAGE OF HIGH-QUALITY MATERIALS.



TOUCHING.
EVEN  
WITHOUT  
CONTACT.

AN ELEGANT OPTION FOR YOUR GUEST BATHROOM.

Our smallest variants combine the benefits of sensory  

technology with the beauty of the Mikado® stream.  

Could a guest feel more welcome?

WATER ON, WATER OFF –  

AS IF BY MAGIC. 

 

The touchless HANSADESIGNO  variants have an 

enchanting exterior, and their interior lives up to  

expectations too: thanks to sophisticated sensor 

technology, water only comes out when it is sup-

posed to. The result: reduced water consumption.  

More comfort and better hygiene.

GREEN

MAKING OUR CUSTOMERS’ LIVES BETTER ALSO MEANS 

PROTECTING THEIR HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT. 

ONE WAY WE ARE ACHIEVING THIS IS BY LIMITING THE 

WATER CONSUMPTION OF ALL WASHBASIN FAUCETS IN 

THE HANSADESIGNO  FAMILY. THE MIKADO® STREAM 

VARIANTS, FOR INSTANCE, ONLY USE TWO LITRES PER 

MINUTE.

INNOVATIVE

AT HANSA, TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS AND INNOVATIONS 

ARE ALWAYS MADE FOR THE BENEFIT OF THEIR USER.  

ALL OF OUR SENSORY MODELS, FOR EXAMPLE, CAN BE 

CONTROLLED USING THE HANSA APP. YOU CAN USE IT 

TO ACTIVATE CLEANING MODE, SEE THE CURRENT  

BATTERY LEVEL, CREATE AN AUTOMATIC RINSING  

SCHEDULE AND MUCH MORE. WHEN IT COMES TO  

COMFORT, YOU COULD HARDLY ASK FOR MORE.



BEAUTY  
CONTEST.

SIDE-CONTROLLED

Elegant and simultaneously practical. Thanks to the  

strikingly tall and, depending on the model, swivelling 

spout, the side-controlled models offer a particularly 

generous amount of space for your basin. The optional 

hand shower unit increases flexibility even further and  

is helpful, for example, when washing hair.

TOUCHLESS

Luxurious, water-saving, hygienic – there are many  

reasons to choose an electronically controlled faucet. 

These include our patented and exceptionally precise 

sensor technology that responds as if by magic. 

TOP-CONTROLLED

The classic – available in two varieties: whether compact 

for smaller washbasins or as a large-sized, taller solution, 

whether with or without a hand shower spout: no matter 

what you choose, you will always enjoy outstanding  

aesthetics and functionality. 

The HANSADESIGNO  faucets are just as beautiful and individual as your bathroom itself. 

Choose between touchless, top-controlled or side-controlled options.

VERSATILE

THANKS TO AN ENORMOUS SELECTION OF FAUCETS,  

SHOWERS AND ACCESSORIES, HANSADESIGNO  IS  

SUITABLE FOR ALMOST ANY BATHROOM, AND WITH  

A LARGE NUMBER OF OPTIONS FOR CONTROL,  

SIZE AND DESIGN, IT IS BOUND TO SUIT  

YOUR PERSONAL TASTE TOO.



ELEGANT STABILITY:

HANSADESIGNO  for free-standing baths.

CONCEALED AND EXPOSED – ALWAYS  

THE RIGHT SOLUTION.

HANSA has the perfect solution for any structural conditions: 

HANSA offers exposed solutions and a wide selection of 

concealed solutions, and, no matter which you choose,  

you are bound to be impressed by their functionality and 

design. For this we offer HANSAMATRIX , the modular, 

grid-based system for optimal spatial planning, as well as the 

flexible and versatile HANSABLUEBOX  universal system. 

Both solutions share a harmonious concept designed for 

variability, built-in, innovative technologies and consistently 

short assembly times. Please ask your plumber about the 

solution that suits you best.

Beauty in front, technology behind: HANSADESIGNO  offers a wide selection of user-friendly, 

superbly made and elegant control elements for both baths and showers using concealed  

installations. Alternatively, HANSADESIGNO  can also of course feature in your bathroom  

in stylish, intuitively controlled, exposed variants.

BATHE AND  
SHOWER IN 
STYLE.

QUALITY CONSCIOUS

HANSA STANDS FOR QUALITY. WE HAVE  

EARNED THIS STATUS THROUGH INNOVATIVE  

PRODUCTS, EXCELLENT WORKMANSHIP AND OUR  

ALMOST PROVERBIAL UNDERSTANDING OF QUALITY.  

THIS RESULTS IN DISTINGUISHED PRODUCT FAMILIES 

SUCH AS HANSADESIGNO  AS WELL AS ECO-FRIENDLY, 

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION METHODS.  

TESTED OFFICIALLY AND ISO-CERTIFIED.



 

SHOWERS FOR YOUR

The showers in the HANSAACTIVEJET  family have com-

pletely round shapes or curved corners, making them the 

perfect addition to HANSADESIGNO .  

The matching shower rail set with easy height adjustment 

and practical soap dish features a wall mount which can  

be positioned flexibly, this means existing drill holes can  

be used when renovating.

HANSAACTIVEJET  showers can do hot and cold, and, 

moreover, the three-stream variant can also do pulsating, 

gentle and intense – simply press the button to select 

the type of stream and experience a completely different 

shower.

WASH LETTUCE. 

DAMPEN YOUR KITCHEN PAPER 

RINSE VEGETABLES. 

CLEAN POTS... 

Our kitchen faucet is without a doubt the work-

horse of our faucets. That's all the more reason for 

it to both look good as well as help out practically. 

A description that reflects the HANSADESIGNO 

kitchen faucet perfectly: thanks to the swivelling, 

particularly tall spout and pull-out shower with  

two different stream options, you can count on  

it to perform admirably in any kitchen. 

LOOKING FOR HELP 
IN THE KITCHEN?WELLNESS.

RELIABLE

THE NAME HANSA IS SYNONYMOUS WITH  

OUTSTANDING PRODUCTS AND THE OUTSTANDING  

PEOPLE WHO CREATE, SELL AND INSTALL THEM.  

AS SUCH, WE ARE MORE THAN HAPPY TO GIVE A  

TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE FOR THE FUNCTIONALITY  

OF HANSADESIGNO  AND A TEN-YEAR GUARANTEE  

FOR THE AVAILABILITY OF SPARE PARTS.



PRODUCT OVERVIEW.

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5192 2283 chrome

without pop-up waste, 

connection with flexible 

pressure hoses

projection: 130 mm

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5183 2283 chrome

pop-up waste (metal), 

connection with flexible 

pressure hoses

projection: 128 mm

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5188 2283 chrome

without pop-up waste, 

connection with flexible  

pressure hoses

projection: 128 mm

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5171 2283 chrome

pop-up waste (metal),  

HANSA 3S-Installation, 

connection with flexible 

pressure hoses

projection: 119 mm

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5172 2283 chrome

without pop-up waste,  

HANSA 3S-Installation, 

connection with flexible  

pressure hoses

projection: 119 mm

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5168 2281 chrome

with remotely operated function 

handshower, without pop-up 

waste, connection with flexible 

pressure hoses

projection: 119 mm

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5191 1183 chrome

pop-up waste (metal),  

HANSA 3S-Installation, 

connection using flexible  

hoses G3/8

projection: 119 mm

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5170 2201 chrome

without pop-up waste, 

connection with flexible  

pressure hoses

projection: 119 mm

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5107 2281 chrome

with remotely operated function 

handshower, without pop-up 

waste, connection with flexible 

pressure hoses

projection: 150 mm

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5134 2201 chrome

without pop-up waste, 

 connection with flexible 

 pressure hoses

projection: 150 mm

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5103 2283 chrome

pop-up waste (metal), 

connection with flexible 

pressure hoses

projection: 150 mm

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5149 2283 chrome

without pop-up waste,  

HANSA 3S-Installation, 

 connection with flexible  

pressure hoses

projection: 150 mm

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5121 1183 chrome

pop-up waste (metal),  

HANSA 3S-Installation

projection: 150 mm

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5189 2283 chrome

pop-up waste (metal), 

connection with flexible 

pressure hoses

projection: 130 mm

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5189 2283 34 rose gold

MIKADO® Aerator,  

pop-up waste (metal), connection  

with flexible pressure hoses

projection: 130 mm

WASHBASIN

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15

5169 2283 chrome

for washbowls, without pop-up waste, 

connection with flexible pressure hoses

projection: 150 mm

HANSADESIGNO

electronic basin faucet, DN 15 

battery-operated

5193 2201 chrome

sensory operation (infrared),  

MIKADO® Aerator,  

without pop-up waste

projection: 100 mm  

HANSADESIGNO

electronic basin faucet, DN 15 

mains supply

5193 2211 chrome

incl. power supply and connection cable, 

MIKADO® Aerator, without pop-up was-

te, hygienic flush after 72 h for 30 sec at 

factory preset

projection: 100 mm  

HANSADESIGNO

electronic basin faucet, DN 15  

battery-operated

5179 2201 chrome

sensory operation (infrared), push-pop-up waste,  

flexible hoses

projection: 138 mm  

HANSADESIGNO

electronic basin faucet, DN 15 

high spout 

battery-operated

5194 2201 chrome

sensory operation (infrared), 

push-pop-up waste,  

flexible hoses

projection: 164 mm  

HANSADESIGNO

electronic basin faucet, DN 15 mains supply

5179 2221 chrome

sensory operation (infrared), incl. power supply  

and connection cable, push-pop-up waste,  

flexible hoses

projection: 138 mm  

*plus concealed body

HANSADESIGNO

electronic basin faucet, DN 15 

mains supply

5194 2211 chrome

sensory operation (infrared), 

incl. power supply and connec-

tion cable, push-pop-up waste, 

flexible hoses

projection: 164 mm  

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit wall-mounted single-lever  

basin mixer, DN 15 suitable for  

HANSAMATRIX installation unit  

suitable for installation unit  

HANSAVARIO 

5109 2183* chrome

projection: 194 mm

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit concealed electronic mixer, DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX installation unit

4492 2010* chrome

with thermostatic temperature mixing device, 

 sensory operation (infrared), incl. power supply  

and connection cable

projection: 195 mm

HANSADESIGNO

three-hole basin mixer, DN 15

5105 2183 chrome

pop-up waste (metal)

projection: 141 mm

BIDET

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever mixer, 

DN 15

5173 3283 chrome

for bidet, pop-up waste (metal), 

connection with flexible  

pressure hoses

projection: 117 mm

HANSADESIGNO

one-hole single-lever mixer, 

DN 15

5198 3283 chrome

for bidet, pop-up waste (metal), 

connection with flexible  

pressure hoses

projection: 119 mm

The Bluetooth® trademark and logos are property of Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and their usage is licensend for Hansa

Armaturen GmbH. Other brands and trade names are property of the respective owners



BATH/SHOWER CONCEALED  

BATH

HANSAACTIVEJET

Set for bath faucets

8438 0113 light grey/chrome

HANSAACTIVEJET hand shower, 

1-spray, shower head size 120 mm, 

shower hose, 1500 mm

HANSAACTIVEJET STYLE  

Set for bath faucets

8438 0213 white/chrome

HANSAACTIVEJET STYLE hand  

shower, 1-spray, shower head size  

110 mm x 120 mm, shower hose,  

1500 mm

HANSADESIGNO

single-lever bath mixer,  

DN 15 G1/2 

5185 2183 chrome

projection: 149 mm

HANSALIVING

wall-mounted shower bracket 

Rosette soft edge – rounded

4444 0183 chrome

HANSADESIGNO

single-lever bath mixer, 

DN 15 G1/2 

5327 2083* chrome

ground-standing

projection: 200 mm

HANSA  

wall-mounted shower bracket

4444 0100 chrome

HANSA  

wall-mounted shower bracket

4444 0173 chrome

SILVERJET® SHOWER HOSE 

5412 0400 chrome, length 1250 mm

5412 0500 chrome, length 1600 mm

5412 0300 chrome, length 1750 mm

5412 0200 chrome, length 2000 mm

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit with function unit single-lever bath mixer 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX concealed unit 

8111 9593* chrome

rosette without screws, Rosette soft edge – rounded, 

function unit with BLUESWITCH diverter

HANSALIVING

thermostatic bath faucet, DN 15 (G1 /2) 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX concealed unit 

8114 9572* chrome

with integrated ceramic volume regulation,  

rosette without screws, Rosette soft edge – rounded, 

function unit with BLUESWITCH diverter and  

volume control

HANSALIVING

thermostatic bath faucet, DN 15 (G1 /2) 

with vacuum breaker 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX concealed unit 

8114 3572* chrome

with integrated ceramic volume regulation,  

rosette without screws, Rosette soft edge – rounded, 

function unit with BLUESWITCH diverter and  

volume control

HANSALIVING

thermostatic mixer, DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX concealed unit 

8112 9583* chrome

rosette without screws, function unit without 

 diverter, without volume control

HANSALIVING

trim kit with function unit 

thermostatic bath faucet, DN 15 (G1 /2) 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX concealed unit 

8114 9552* chrome

with integrated ceramic volume regulation,  

rosette without screws, round rosette, Ø 170 mm, 

function unit with BLUESWITCH diverter and 

 volume control

HANSALIVING

thermostatic bath faucet, DN 15 (G1 /2) 

with vacuum breaker 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX concealed unit 

8114 3552* chrome

with integrated ceramic volume regulation,  

rosette without screws, round rosette, Ø 170 mm, 

 function unit with BLUESWITCH diverter and  

volume control

HANSALIVING

trim kit with function unit 

thermostatic mixer, DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX concealed unit 

8866 9501* chrome

rosette without screws, round rosette, Ø 170 mm, 

function unit without diverter, without volume 

control

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit with function unit single-lever bath mixer 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX concealed unit 

8111 9563* chrome

rosette without screws, round rosette, Ø 170 mm, 

function unit with BLUESWITCH diverter

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit with function unit single-lever  

bath mixer with vacuum breaker 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX concealed unit 

8111 3593* chrome

rosette without screws, Rosette soft edge – rounded, 

 function unit with BLUESWITCH diverter

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit single-lever mixer 

for all 4-hole installation units

5312 2083* chrome

Rosette soft edge – rounded

projection: 189 mm

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit single-lever mixer 

for all 3-hole installation units

5325 9083* chrome

for distant positioned bathtub 

spout (HANSAFILL), without 

HANSAFILL tub filler and 

drain assembly, Rosette soft 

edge – rounded

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit single-lever mixer 

for all 3-hole installation units

5325 9063* chrome

for distant positioned bathtub 

spout (HANSAFILL), without 

HANSAFILL tub filler and 

drain assembly, round rosette

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit with function unit single-lever  

bath mixer with vacuum breaker 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX concealed unit 

8111 3563* chrome

rosette without screws, round rosette, Ø 170 mm,  

function unit with BLUESWITCH diverter

HANSADESIGNO

bathtub spout, DN 15

5116 2180 chrome

also compatible with HANSAMATRIX,  

square rosette, 75 x 75 mm additionally included,  

Rosette soft edge – rounded,  

round rosette, Ø 75 mm additionally enclosed

projection: 195 mm

SHOWER

HANSADESIGNO

single-lever shower mixer, 

DN 15 (G 1/2)

5186 0183 chrome

HANSAACTIVEJET  

wall bar set 970 mm

8437 0130  

light grey/chrome

HANSAACTIVEJET  

hand shower, 3-spray, 

 shower hose, 1750 mm, 

with soap dish

HANSAACTIVEJET STYLE

wall bar set 970 mm

8437 0230 chrome

HANSAACTIVEJET STYLE 

hand shower, 3-spray,  

shower hose, 1750 mm,  

with soap dish

HANSA  

solid-metal wall bar,

wall bar 600 mm,

4440 0100 chrome

HANSA  

solid-metal wall bar,

wall bar 1100 mm,

4441 0100 chrome

SHOWER CONCEALED 

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit with function unit 

single-lever shower mixer 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX 

concealed unit 

8110 9593* chrome

rosette without screws,  

Rosette soft edge – rounded, 

function unit without diverter

HANSALIVING

thermostatic shower faucet, 

DN 15 (G 1/2) 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX 

concealed unit 

8113 9572* chrome

with integrated ceramic 

 volume regulation, rosette 

 without screws, Rosette soft 

edge – rounded, function  

unit with service stops

HANSALIVING

trim kit with function unit 

thermostatic shower faucet, 

DN 15 (G 1/2) 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX 

concealed unit 

8113 9552* chrome

with integrated ceramic 

 volume regulation, function 

unit with service stops,  

without diverter

HANSALIVING

thermostatic mixer, 

DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX 

concealed unit 

8112 9583* chrome

rosette without screws,  

function unit without diverter, 

 without volume control

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit with function unit 

single-lever shower mixer 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX 

concealed unit 

8110 9563* chrome

rosette without screws,  

round rosette, Ø 170 mm, 

 function unit without diverter

BATH/SHOWER CONCEALED

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit

single-lever faucet

suitable for

HANSAMATRIX

installation unit

4451 9583* chrome

with 2-way-diverter

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit installation set 2.1 

single-lever mixer, DN 15 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX 

installation unit

4487 0101* chrome

with shower set, with bathtub 

spout, DN 15

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit installation set 6.2 

thermostatic mixer, 

DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX 

installation unit

4487 0121* chrome

with shower set, with bathtub 

spout, DN 15

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit installation set 4.1 single-lever mixer, DN 15 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX installation unit

4487 0131* chrome

with shower set, for distant positioned bathtub spout 

(HANSAFILL)

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit installation set 7.7 

electronic thermostatic mixer, 

DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX 

Tiptronik installation unit

4487 4001* chrome

with shower set, bathtub spout

HANSALIVING

trim kit with function unit thermostatic mixer,

DN 15 (G1/2) suitable for HANSAMATRIX

installation unit 4453 9583* chrome

suitable for HANSASIGNATUR,HANSALOFT,  

HANSADESIGNO, HANSALIGNA, HANSASTELA,

HANSARONDA, 2-way-diverter / volume control

HANSALIVING

trim kit with function unit 

thermostatic mixer, DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSABLUEBOX 

concealed unit 

8866 9501* chrome

rosette without screws, round 

 rosette, Ø 170 mm, function unit 

 without diverter, without volume 

control

BATH/SHOWER

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit single-lever mixer 

for all 4-hole installation units

5312 2063* chrome

round rosette

projection: 190 mm

*plus concealed body



SHOWER CONCEALED
HANSADESIGNO

trim kit installation set 9.1 

single-lever mixer, DN 15 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX installation unit

4487 0031* chrome

with wall-bar set,  

with HANSARAIN overhead shower, DN 15

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit

single-lever faucet

suitable for

HANSAMATRIX

installation unit

4450 9583* chrome,

forward outlet

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit installation set 9.2 

single-lever mixer, DN 15 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX  installation unit

4487 0041* chrome

with shower set,  

with HANSARAIN overhead shower, DN 15

HANSADESIGNO

trim kit single-lever mixer, DN 15 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX  installation unit

4487 0011* chrome

with solid-metal shower bar 1100 mm

HANSALIVING

trim kit installation set 14.1  

thermostatic mixer, DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX Tiptronik installation unit

4487 0160* chrome

suitable for HANSASIGNATUR, HANSALOFT, 

HANSADESIGNO, HANSALIGNA, HANSASTELA, 

HANSARONDA, wall bar set 1100 mm,  

with HANSARAIN overhead shower, DN 15

HANSALIVING

trim kit installation set 15.2 

thermostatic mixer,  

DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX  

Tiptronik installation unit

4487 0190* chrome

suitable for  

HANSASIGNATUR,  

HANSALOFT, HANSADESIGNO,  

HANSALIGNA, HANSASTELA,  

HANSARONDA,  

shower set

HANSALIVING

trim kit installation set 15.1 

thermostatic mixer,  

DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX  

Tiptronik installation unit

4487 0180* chrome

suitable for  

HANSASIGNATUR,  

HANSALOFT, HANSADESIGNO,  

HANSALIGNA, HANSASTELA,  

HANSARONDA,  

wall bar set 1100 mm

HANSALIVING

trim kit installation set 11.2 

thermostatic mixer,  

DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX 

 installation unit

4487 0073* chrome

suitable for  

HANSASIGNATUR,  

HANSALOFT, HANSADESIGNO,  

HANSALIGNA, HANSASTELA,  

HANSARONDA,  

wall bar set 1100 mm,  

HANSAVIVA overhead shower

HANSALIVING

trim kit installation set 11.4 

thermostatic mixer,  

DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX 

 installation unit

4487 0083* chrome

suitable for  

HANSASIGNATUR,  

HANSALOFT, HANSADESIGNO,  

HANSALIGNA, HANSASTELA,  

HANSARONDA,  

with shower set,  

HANSAVIVA overhead shower

HANSALIVING

trim kit installation set 13.1 

thermostatic mixer,  

DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX 

 installation unit

4487 0051* chrome

suitable for  

HANSASIGNATUR,  

HANSALOFT, HANSADESIGNO,  

HANSALIGNA, HANSASTELA,  

HANSARONDA,  

wall bar set 1100 mm

HANSALIVING

trim kit installation set 13.2 

thermostatic mixer, 

DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX 

 installation unit

4487 0061* chrome

suitable for  

HANSASIGNATUR,  

HANSALOFT, HANSADESIGNO,  

HANSALIGNA, HANSASTELA,  

HANSARONDA,  

shower setHANSALIVING

trim kit installation set 14.2 

thermostatic mixer, DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX Tiptronik installation unit

4487 0161* chrome

suitable for HANSASIGNATUR, HANSALOFT, 

HANSADESIGNO, HANSALIGNA, HANSASTELA, 

HANSARONDA, wall bar set 1100 mm,  

HANSAVIVA overhead shower

HANSALIVING

trim kit installation set 14.3 

thermostatic mixer, DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX  Tiptronik installation unit

4487 0170* chrome

suitable for HANSASIGNATUR, HANSALOFT, 

HANSADESIGNO, HANSALIGNA, HANSASTELA, 

HANSARONDA, with shower set,  

HANSARAIN overhead shower

HANSALIVING

trim kit installation set 14.4 

thermostatic mixer, DN 15 (G1/2) 

suitable for HANSAMATRIX Tiptronik installation unit

4487 0171* chrome

suitable for HANSASIGNATUR, HANSALOFT, 

HANSADESIGNO, HANSALIGNA, HANSASTELA, 

HANSARONDA, shower set,  

HANSAVIVA overhead shower

HANSALIVING

trim kit

thermostatic mixer, DN 15 (G1/2)

suitable for HANSAMATRIX

installation unit, 4452 9583* chrome

suitable for HANSASIGNATUR,

HANSALOFT, HANSADESIGNO,

HANSALIGNA, HANSASTELA,

HANSARONDA, for 1 wall

outlet/with shut-off valve

HANSA

trim kit

0228 9172* chrome

for volume control valves,  

for multi-way diverter 0295 0100

HANSA

trim kit

0628 9105* chrome

for volume control valves,  

for multi-way diverter 0295 0100

HANSALIVING

trim kit

0228 8202* chrome

for volume control valves

HANSA

trim kit

0228 8102* chrome

for volume control valves

HANSALIVING

trim kit 0228 8183* chrome

HANSA

trim kit

0228 8101* chrome

for volume control valves,  

for multi-way diverter 0295 0100

HANSALIVING

wall connection elbow, DN 15 

Rosette soft edge – rounded

5118 0183 chrome

HANSALIVING

wall connection elbow, DN 15 with integrated stop 

Rosette soft edge – rounded

5157 0183 chrome

can also be used as an angle valve

HANSALIVING

wall connection elbow, 

DN 15

5118 0193 chrome

HANSA

wall connection elbow, 

DN 15

5118 0163 chrome

HANSA

wall connection elbow, 

DN 15

5118 0180 chrome

HANSA

wall connection elbow, DN 15 

with integrated stop

5157 0162 chrome

HANSA

wall connection elbow, DN 15 

with integrated stop

5157 0173 chrome

can also be used as an angle 

valve

HANSALIVING

wall-mounted shower bracket

4444 0200 chrome

HANSALIVING

wall-mounted shower bracket

4444 0193 chrome

HANSA

wall-mounted shower bracket

4444 0100 chrome

HANSA

wall-mounted shower bracket

4444 0173 chrome

HANSALIVING

wall-mounted shower bracket 

Rosette soft edge – rounded

4444 0183 chrome

HANSALIVING

wall-mounted shower bracket

4444 0163 chrome

Your plumbing trade partner will be happy to show you the full range. *matching installation unit not included

KITCHEN

HANSADESIGNO

single-lever  

kitchen mixer, DN 15

5101 2283 chrome  

connection with flexible 

pressure hoses

projection: 200 mm

HANSADESIGNO

single-lever  

kitchen mixer, DN 15

5102 1183 chrome

for open hot water heaters, 

connection using copper  

pipes projection: 200 mm

HANSADESIGNO

single-lever  

kitchen mixer, DN 15

5138 2283 chrome

electric shut-off valve, 

connection with flexible 

pressure hoses

projection: 200 mm

HANSADESIGNO

single-lever  

kitchen mixer, DN 15

5136 2283 chrome  

extractable hand spray, 

connection with flexible 

pressure hoses

projection: 200 mm

HANSADESIGNO

single-lever  

kitchen mixer, DN 15

5137 2283 chrome  

extractable hand spray,  

electric shut-off valve, 

connection with flexible 

pressure hoses  

projection: 200 mm
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HANSA HEAD OFFICE

HANSA Armaturen GmbH

Sigmaringer Str. 107

70567 Stuttgart

Telefon: +49 711 1614-0

Fax: +49 711 1614-368 

info@hansa.com  

HANSA CUSTOMER CENTRE

Telefon: +49 711 1614-888

Fax: +49 711 1614-801 

kundenzentrum@HANSA.com  

For technical queries: 

technik@HANSA.com

Rediscover water.

Visit us in Stuttgart.

www.aquapunkt.de


